1] On the 11 August 2004, the UV spectrograph Spectroscopy for Investigation of Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars (SPICAM) on board Mars Express made the first observation of auroral-type emission on the Martian nightside. In this paper, we describe the results of a new analysis of the observed emission owing to a better calibration of SPICAM UV channel and the use of all spectral information obtained during this observation. Several possibilities for the origin of this emission are discussed. We discussed, in particular, the possible exact geometry of the observation and the possible origins of the Martian aurorae. The emissions measured by SPICAM ultraviolet spectrometer have most probably been produced by electrons with an energy distribution peaking at few tens of eV rather than by electron distributions peaking above 100 eV.
. A significant increase of the measured emission was observed for seven seconds on the Martian nightside. This additional emission was significantly different than the already well-identified nightglow emission [Bertaux et al., 2005b] . It was composed, in particular, of the CO (a 3 Å À X 1 S + ) Cameron band system emission and of the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) doublet emission which are typically observed in the Martian dayglow [Leblanc et al., 2006] . The auroral-type emission was estimated to be located at $178°east longitude, $ -50°latitude, and 129 ± 13 km altitude. The very high correlation between this position and the presence of the strongest crustal magnetic field structures identified at Mars strongly suggests that these structures play a role in guiding the incident particles responsible for these emissions.
[3] Since the report of this first observation, auroral-like peaked electron distributions have been identified in the Mars Global Surveyor data set [Brain et al., 2006a] as well as by Mars Express [Lundin et al., 2006a [Lundin et al., , 2006b ]. This type of electron distribution, largely observed in association with the Earth's aurora, displays peak energies at Mars ranging from a few hundred eV up to 4 keV and is observed in good correlation with regions close to the Martian crustal magnetic fields [Brain et al., 2006a; Lundin et al., 2006b ]. The peaked electron distributions have been explained as being produced by acceleration by parallel electric fields along magnetic field lines [Lundin et al., 2006a [Lundin et al., , 2006b ]. Brain et al. [2006a] also suggested the occurrence of the encounter of a solar energetic particles event with Mars at the moment of SPICAM ultraviolet spectrograph (UVS) observation.
[4] In this paper, we present a new analysis of the SPICAM UVS observation (section 1), then we discuss the shape of the auroral emission, in particular, based on what is known of the morphology of the crustal magnetic field (section 2). In section 3, we introduce several potential electron distributions typical of the Martian environment in order to discern the origins of SPICAM UVS observations. These different electron distributions are used as the upper boundary for a model of the Martian airglow. Such a model describes the energy degradation of downward electrons through the Martian atmosphere and is coupled to a one-dimensional (1-D) model of the transport of the ionized atmospheric particles. This model calculates the OI emission line at 297 nm, the CO (a 3 Å À X 1 S + ) Cameron band system emission, and the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) doublet emission that is generated by the electron flux (section 4). We conclude in section 5 on the needed characteristics of the electron distribution in order to reproduce the SPICAM UVS observation of auroral emission.
Measured Auroral Emissions
[5] The SPICAM UV spectrograph (UVS) is part of the SPICAM light instrument (also composed of an IR spectrograph covering 1.2-4.8 m which is dedicated to solar occultations and nadir viewing). Information on the SPICAM UVS instrument is given by Bertaux et al. [2000 Bertaux et al. [ , 2006 . A typical observation of the Martian airglow by SPICAM UVS provides five different spectra, corresponding to five adjacent regions on the CCD. Each of these regions, which we have named spatial bin, corresponds to different adjacent fields of view. In the case of an airglow observation, a slit is mechanically placed at the focal plane of the first mirror in order to achieve a spectral resolution adapted to airglow measurements. This slit has two parts; one narrow part with 1.5 nm spectral resolution and one larger part with 6 nm resolution (the later having $8 times better sensitivity than the former). For most of the airglow measurements [Leblanc et al., 2006] and in particular in the case of the auroral observation we will discuss hereafter [Bertaux et al., 2005a] , two of the spatial bins correspond to the narrow part of the slit and two to the large part of the slit. The fifth spatial bin corresponds to both the large and narrow parts and is difficult to calibrate accurately.
[6] The first observation of a Martian aurora was reported by Bertaux et al. [2005a] . We provide in Table 1 the main positions and times of this observation. The spectrum, as measured through the narrow part of the slit, has been published in Figure 3 of Bertaux et al. [2005a] . Because the emission brightness was not very intense, part of the Cameron bands appeared to be missing in their figure. It was this uncertainty which caused us to reevaluate the spectra, and make further comparisons between aurora and dayglow using the wide part of the slit. In Figure 1 , we display the sum of the two spectra obtained through the large part of the slit (Figure 1b ) as well as a typical spectrum of the Martian dayglow seen through the large part of the slit (Figure 1a ). When using this wider part of the slit, the larger sensitivity of SPICAM UVS allows much better resolution of the entire emission associated with this aurora. As a consequence, we can conclude that the main features of the Martian dayglow, namely, the CO (A 1 Å À X 1 S + ) 4P bands, the CO (a 3 Å À X 1 S + ) Cameron band system emission, and the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) doublet emission are clearly seen in the spectra of the aurora. The Lyman alpha emission is not apparent in Figure 1b because this emission has been suppressed when subtracting the nightglow emission (see Bertaux et al. [2005a] for further explanations).
[7] The calibration of SPICAM UVS is accomplished by use of star observations which are regularly made during the Mars Express (MEX) mission. The calibration used by Bertaux et al. [2005a] has recently been greatly improved thanks to the observation of stars with parameters of operation of SPICAM UVS close to the parameters of operation used for airglow observations (with a slit and a high gain on the microchannel plates). Such observations allowed us to determine a new effective area significantly different than the one displayed in Figure  3a of Bertaux et al. [2005a] . This new effective area has a similar dependency in wavelength but is between 1.6 to 1.8 times smaller than the one used by Bertaux et al. [2005a] . We also improved our method of integrating the total signal corresponding to each emission. In order to fit each emission line, we used a model of the instrument point spread function which consisted of the product of the convolution of an ideally thin emission and of the spectral response function [Bertaux et al., 2005a] . However, it appears that this method leads to inaccurate estimates of the integrated emission brightness. As explained by Leblanc et al. [2006] , we now favor a direct integration of the emission line. A second improvement has been performed in the method used to subtract the background emission which is particularly important when estimating the total Cameron band emission intensity. Table 2 provides the new estimates of the intensity for the features which are clearly identified in the auroral spectrum. Table 2 provides the published intensities of Bertaux et al. [2005a] .
[8] The emission intensity of the Cameron band system deduced from CCD spatial bins 0 and 1 is slightly greater than deduced from CCD spatial bins 3 and 4. An explanation for this difference is that spatial bins 0 and 1 are more centered on the CCD than spatial bins 3 and 4. Therefore these bins are less sensitive to the aberration of the lens which can explain the 30% difference from spatial bin 1 to spatial bin 4 (E. Dimarillis, personal communication, 2005) . Another explanation comes from the fact that part of the light coming from the large slit can diffuse through the input window and increase the signal measured on the CCD corresponding to spatial bins 0 and 1 . As a consequence, within the uncertainty, a conservative estimate for the measured emission intensities is for the CO (a 3 Å À X 1 S + ) Cameron band emission 2 À0.4 +0.5 kR. In the case of the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet near 289 nm, the best estimate for the intensity is 200 À100 +90 R. In the case of the O ( 1 S À 3 P) 297.2 nm emission, only spatial bin 1 has a clear feature that can be associated with this emission with intensity of 89 ± 91 R and is therefore only marginally identified. It may contribute to the integrated intensity displayed in Table 2 and may be associated with the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet near 289 nm in spatial bins 3 and 4 corresponding to the large part of the slit (Figure 1 ).
Configuration of the Observation
[9] During Mars Express orbit 716, SPICAM UVS was pointed tangentially toward the limb with a field of view oriented perpendicular to the spacecraft velocity. Mars Express was at an altitude of 266 km, whereas the tangent point of the field of view ( Mars nearest point of the field of view) was at an altitude of 15 and 1365 km away from Mars Express. The observations of the aurora by SPICAM UVS indicated that the region of emission was 30 km wide perpendicular to the SPICAM UVS field of view. This result was deduced from the duration of the enhancement of the signal and the velocity of the satellite during this observation. Indeed, this duration corresponds to the time spent by the SPICAM UVS field of view inside the region of emission. We excluded the possibility of a transient event because all 5 spatial bins saw the same duration event, but with a slight delay associated with the difference in their fields of view. In order to quantify the flux of electrons needed to reproduce this observation we considered as a first approximation that the region should have also been circular and extended 30 km along the direction of the field of view of SPICAM UVS [Bertaux et al., 2005a] . However, because the emission region has been estimated as being roughly at a distance of 450 ± 50 km from the spacecraft, a much longer path length of SPICAM field of view through the auroral region cannot be excluded. The maximum possible length can be Figure 1. (a) Spectrum of the dayglow emission as seen by the large part of the slit. This spectrum consists of a 1125 spectra average obtained on the Martian dayside between altitudes of 140 and 150 km, SZA between 14°and 85°, and Ls between 100°and 171°. (b) Average spectrum of the emissions as seen by the part of the CCD corresponding to the large part of the slit (spatial bins 3 and 4). The nightglow emission has been subtracted from this spectrum following the method described by Bertaux et al. [2005a] . The peak at 140 nm is due to a cosmic particle which impacts the CCD (seen only on spatial bin 4). estimated as being equal to $900 km. Such a length corresponds to the distance between Mars Express and the closest point of the field of view of SPICAM which is at an altitude around 60 km. Indeed below such an altitude, the CO 2 absorption considerably reduces any atmospheric emission above 175 nm. Therefore any emission occurring in the field of view of SPICAM UVS at a distance larger than 900 km to MEX should be significantly attenuated before reaching SPICAM UVS.
[10] Electron pitch angle distributions have been recorded by the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) magnetometer/electron reflectometer every 2 -8 s during the spacecraft mapping orbit phase at $400 km altitude. Pitch angle distributions recorded in a single instrument energy channel (115 eV, a channel typically uncontaminated by photoelectrons) have been classified according to their shape. Figure 2 shows the probability, as a function of geographic location on the Martian night side, of observing a statistically greater flux of electrons returning from the planet than moving toward the planet [Brain et al., 2006b ]. These distributions are interpreted as having single-sided loss cones, indicative of open magnetic field lines (connected at one end to the draped IMF and at the other to the Martian exobase or crust). Also shown in Figure 2 is the respective position of Mars Express, the estimated position of the auroral emission, and the Mars nearest point of the SPICAM UVS field of view. As shown in Figure 2 , the region where electrons from high altitude may have precipitated into the Martian atmosphere (along magnetic open field lines) could have been very elongated along the SPICAM field of view.
[11] Figure 2 suggests therefore that contrary to the assumption made by Bertaux et al. [2005a] , the auroral region could have been much more elongated parallel than perpendicular to the field of view of SPICAM UVS. As discussed by Bertaux et al. [2005a] , a 450 km path length along the auroral region (rather than 30 km) would imply that the electron flux required to reproduce the observation could be smaller than inferred by Bertaux et al. [2005a] , that is more than 10 times the intensity of the typical magnetosheath flux reported by MGS [Mitchell et al., 2001] . For seven individual spectra. These intensities are deduced from the spectra measured by each individual spatial bins. Spatial bins 0 and 1 correspond to the part of the CCD which sees the narrow part of the slit whereas, spatial bins 3 and 4 correspond to the wide part of the slit. Figure 3 , the solid line without symbols displays the typical spike electron energy distribution observed by MGS/ER. However, in the case of ASPERA-3 this electron spike has a significantly different energy distribution, with two peaks of the flux at 12.3 and 17 eV (Figure 3 , solid line with plus symbols). Such peaks have been identified as being produced by the ionization on the dayside of CO 2 molecules by the strong HeII 304 Å solar line with theoretical peaks at 21-24 and 27 eV [Mantas and Hanson, 1979] . Their observed shift toward lower energy is attributed to spacecraft potential and energy cascading due to inelastic scattering during the electron travel [Frahm et al., 2006; Liehmon et al., 2006] . In the case of this measurement the spacecraft potential has been estimated as being around -4 V from nearby time period but this estimate suffers from a significant uncertainty due to the particular magnetic and local time region which is crossed by MEX at that time. In Figure 3 we also plot two other types of electron distribution that have been measured in the Martian environment, in particular, the typical magnetosheath electron energy distribution measured by MGS/ER [Mitchell et al., 2001] that was used by Bertaux et al. [2005a] and the auroral-type electron distribution recently reported by Brain et al. [2006a] .
Electron Energy Distributions Measured in the Martian Environment
[13] At the time of the auroral measurement by SPICAM UVS, MEX was at a solar zenith angle of 117.6°and a local time of approximately 2000 LT, whereas the Mars nearest point of the SPICAM UVS field of view was at 2110 LT and the auroral region was at local time near 2030 LT. At 2000 LT and an altitude of 266 km, MEX was therefore in the penumbra of Mars. The photoelectrons observed by ASPERA-3 may therefore have been formed locally but this solution is very unlikely due to the intensity of the observed flux. Most probably, these electrons have been transported from the dayside. Actually, ASPERA-3 has reported the observations of photoelectron-type distributions deep in the magnetotail of Mars suggesting that such transport occurs very often in the Martian environment [Frahm et al., 2006] . The reconnection of the interplanetary magnetic field lines draped around Mars with the strong crustal fields at late evening could have allowed dayside photoelectrons to be transported to MEX. It remains difficult, however, to explain how such photoelectrons could have been transported to a region where the Martian auroral emission has been observed. In section 5, we use all electron distributions displayed in Figure 3 to infer the properties of the energy distributions responsible for the observed emissions.
Analysis of the Measured Auroral Emissions
[14] In order to simulate the emissions that may be produced by the different electron distributions displayed in Figure 3 , we have used Transcar, a 1-D model based on a coupling between kinetic and fluid codes. The kinetic part uses a stationary Boltzmann approach and describes the energetic electron flux. The fluid part is an eight moment up to the heat flow time-dependent model that solves the transport equations for different charged species. This code has been extensively and successfully used to describe the Earth's ionosphere [Blelly et al., 1996; Lilensten and Blelly, 2002] . It has been adapted to the Martian atmosphere by using the Viking atmospheric conditions [e.g., Witasse et al., 2002; Morel et al., 2004] given in Figure 2 of Fox and Dalgarno [1979b] . The Martian atmospheric temperature increases from 120°K up to 200°K from 100 to 150 km [Nier and McElroy, 1977] . Above 150 km, the temperature is constant and equal to 200°K. Cross sections for ionization and excitation by electrons of the main Martian components as well as reaction rates are given by Fox and Dalgarno [1979a, 1979b] and Tian and Vidal [1998] . In the Martian nightside atmosphere, the CO (a 3 Å À X 1 S + ) Cameron band system emission is essentially produced by electron impact dissociation of the CO 2 atmospheric molecules leading to the CO (a 3 Å) state. CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) doublet emission is produced by ionization of the CO 2 atmospheric molecules leading to the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + ) state. For these two reactions, we used cross sections peaking at 0.6 Â 10 À16 cm 2 for the production of the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + ) state [Fox and Dalgarno, 1979b] and at 0.7 Â 10 À16 cm 2 for the production of the CO (a 3 Å) state [Conway, 1981] . Above the magnetic anomalies, the transport of the charged particles is assumed to be along the magnetic field lines which are vertical and constant in intensity between 100 and 500 km in altitude. The electrons are injected at 500 km with an initial isotropic pitch angle distribution.
[15] We have tested Transcar by comparing our results with the only published work calculating the emissions associated with magnetospheric electrons impacting the Martian nightside atmosphere [Haider et al., 1992] . Good agreement was found between the emission rates for the Cameron band system emission calculated by Haider et al. [1992] and our calculation using the same electron distribution (electron fluxes coming from either the sheet or the tail as determined by Phobos measurements [Verigin et al., 1991] ), ionization and excitation cross sections for CO 2 by electron impacts, and the neutral atmosphere model used by Haider et al. [1992] . In the case of the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet near 289 nm, Transcar predicts a peak of 3 photons cm À3 s À1 at 162 km and 10 photons cm À3 s À1 at 136 km for the Phobos magnetotail and magnetosheeth electron distributions which can be compared with Haider et al. calculations. These emission rates are roughly proportional by a factor of 5 to the CO 2 + impact ionization rates from Haider et al. [1992] (they calculated an ionization rate by electronic impact equal to 25 and 60 ions cm À3 s À1 at the ionospheric peak for magnetotail and magnetosheath distri-butions, respectively). These rates are in good agreement with the Transcar results of 15 and 50 ions cm À3 s À1 at roughly the same altitude. In the case of the Cameron band system emission, we compared Transcar emission rates to the ones provided by Haider et al. [1992] and found a similar agreement. As a conclusion, within a factor 2, Transcar provides estimates of the emission rates of the CO (a 3 Å -X 1 S + ) Cameron band system and the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) doublet in good agreement with Haider et al. [1992] .
[16] We used the different electron distributions displayed in Figure 3 as an upper boundary condition for Transcar. Using the field of view configuration of SPICAM UVS, we calculated the Transcar intensities of the two identified emissions during the auroral event. Two different lengths of the aurora region were considered: a spherical 30 km wide region, as by Bertaux et al. [2005a] , and a 900 km elongated aurora region parallel to the field of view and centered on the estimated position of the aurora. The results of these calculations are given Table 3 . As discussed in section 1, during this auroral event, SPICAM UVS clearly identified only two atmospheric emissions: namely, the CO (a 3 Å À X 1 S + ) Cameron band emission with an intensity between 1600 and 2500 R and the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet near 289 nm with an intensity between 90 and 290 R. For both shapes of the auroral region, the intensities calculated by Transcar using the electron magnetosheath (MGS Sheath), MGS spike, MGS auroral-type electron distribution or ASPERA-3 ELS distributions are significantly less intense than that measured by SPICAM UVS. Moreover, the ratio between the CO (a 3 Å À X 1 S + ) Cameron band emission and the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet near 289 nm identified by SPICAM UVS is significantly different than that calculated for any of these electron distributions. The value of the ratio of the two measured emissions is between 6 and 28 with a most probable value around 10 (and even larger if the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet near 289 nm emission observed during this aurora-type event was contaminated by the CO 2 + (Ã 2 Å u + À X 2 Å g ) band system). As displayed in Table 3 , the highest value of this ratio is obtained for the electron magnetosheath or ASPERA-3-type distributions, but remains significantly smaller than the measured ratio (by a factor 2.5). The auroral-type electron distribution provides the smallest value of the ratio regardless of the geometry of the auroral region (smaller than the measured ratio by a factor $4).
[17] The largest ratio is obtained when the simulated emission is integrated over the largest altitude range. As displayed in Figure 4 , the altitude range of the observed auroral region (with estimated altitude of 129 ± 13 km) is typically where the ratio of these two emissions is the smallest. This ratio is the largest above 150 km in altitude for all of the electron distributions except the auroral-type distribution. The cross section of the main process leading to the formation of the excited states has been described by Fox and Dalgarno [1979a] and discussed by Fox [1992] . The cross section of the excitation of the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + ) state peaks around 60 eV whereas the cross section for the excitation of the CO (a 3 Å) state peaks around 20 eV. On the dayside, the photoelectron population peaks significantly below 60 eV which induces a Cameron band system emission much larger than the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet. The ratio of the Cameron band system emission and of the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet emission typically observed by SPICAM UVS varies from 4 to 8 with increasing solar zenith angle [Leblanc et al., 2006 ]. An auroral-type electron distribution peaking above 100 eV, such as the solid line with crosses in Figure 3 , produces a ratio of these two emissions larger than 3 only when the electron population has lost a significant part of its initial energy through the Martian atmosphere, that is, below the ionospheric peak (between 125 and 140 km for Viking neutral atmospheric conditions).
[18] We have tested the sensitivity of these results with respect to the neutral atmosphere by performing the same calculation with a Mariner 6 and 7 type atmosphere (that is with an exospheric temperature $300°K). In that case, the altitude of the ionospheric peak changed by a few kilometers which is not enough to significantly change the results displayed in Table 3 . A differently shaped auroral region (as an example extended between MEX and the estimated position of the aurora region) does not change the ratios displayed in Table 3 . Tests of different initial pitch angle electron distributions (from fully isotropic to fully forward oriented distributions) again did not significantly change the ratios displayed in Table 3 . Another source of uncertainty that we have considered in this work is related to the cross sections. There is a large uncertainty, by up to a factor 2 in the absolute value of the cross section leading to the formation of the CO (a 3 Å) state [Fox, 1992] . Indeed, Erdman and Zipf [1983] have suggested that the absolute cross section for the production of CO (a 3 Å) state could peak at 2.4 Â 10 À16 cm 2 rather than at 0.7 Â 10 À16 cm 2 as suggested by Conway [1981] . However, as discussed by Fox [1992] such a value for the cross section would lead to much larger emission intensities in the Martian atmosphere than observed. The dashed line with plus symbols illustrates the change that can be associated with a cross section for the excitation of the CO (a 3 Å) state that is two times larger (1.4 Â 10 À16 cm 2 ). In such a case, the ratio of the two calculated emissions may reach a value close to that observed by SPICAM UVS if the field of view of the instrument crosses the auroral region above 150 km in altitude.
[19] As discussed in section 4, a major unknown in the measurement made by ASPERA-3 is the spacecraft potential. We estimated a potential of -4 V from ASPERA-3 measurements made a few seconds before the SPICAM UVS observation However, a -4 V potential implies a significant energy loss during the electron travel with respect to the theoretical 21-24 eV and 27 eV peaks of the Martian photoelectron. Indeed, the uncorrected measurements from the spacecraft potential have peaks at 8.3 and 12 eV. This suggests a maximum possible spacecraft potential up to -14 V. We used this value to correct the electron distribution measured by ASPERA-3 and Transcar with a cross section of 0.7 Â 10 À16 cm 2 for the . Ratio versus altitude between the volume emission rates of the CO (a 3 Å À X 1 S + ) Cameron band system and of the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) doublet. Same legend as for Figure 3 . Dashed line with pluses, MEX/ASPERA-3 measurement (same as solid line with crosses) but using a 2 times larger cross section of dissociation excitation of the CO Cameron band system. production of the CO (a 3 Å) state and an assumed 900 km long auroral region. We found 2 kR and 300 R for the Cameron band system emission and for the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet emission, respectively. We calculate 1.15 kR and 224 R for a spacecraft potential of -10 V. This result is in surprisingly good agreement with the SPICAM observation. It suggests therefore that SPICAM UVS has observed atmospheric emissions produced by electrons with an energy distribution similar to the typical dayside photoelectron energy distribution, i.e., airglow due to transported photoelectrons.
[20] The typical auroral-type electron distributions reported by Brain et al. [2006a] should produce a nadir viewing intensity equal to $60 and $23 R for the Cameron band system emission and for the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet emission, respectively. With a limb viewing (with a MNP of the field of view at 110 km in altitude), such an emission would have been equal to 790 R and 294 R for the Cameron band system intensity and for the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet emission, respectively. These latter intensities are within the sensitivity of SPICAM UVS [Leblanc et al., 2006 ] and therefore should be easily detectable on the nightside by SPICAM UVS with a limb viewing. Lundin et al. [2006a Lundin et al. [ , 2006b published electron spectra recorded at higher altitudes that they associated to auroral-type acceleration with significant higher intensities than the ones reported by Brain et al. [2006a] . Such electron distributions would have produced emissions with intensity between $0.5 up to $5 kR and $0.1 and 1 kR for the Cameron band system emission and for the CO 2 + (B 2 S u + À X 2 Å g ) ultraviolet doublet emission, respectively, when observed with a nadir viewing (between 10 and 100 kR and between 3 and 30 kR with a limb viewing geometry). These intensities are of the order of the dayside observed emissions [Leblanc et al., 2006] and therefore should also be easily observed on the nightside with either nadir or limb viewing.
[21] Finally, there are two other sources that can significantly influence the distribution of the electrons in term of energy. The first one is linked to proton precipitation. Haider et al. [2002] compared the effects of solar EUV and electron-proton precipitation on the ion production (and not on the energy distribution of the secondary electrons). They show that the proton influence cannot be ruled out even in dayside conditions. Up to now, there is no solver able to compute the energy distribution of secondary electrons due to primary protons in the ionosphere of Mars. It is therefore not possible to compare this effect to the measurements. The second source of uncertainty is the magnetic field strength itself. In our simulation, we suppose that the field is constant at altitude above 100 km, as we do on Earth. However, the magnetic source on Earth is located in the core of the planet, so that in spite of a 1/r 3 decrease, there is not much difference between the lower and the upper ionospheres. It could be quite different at Mars, where the magnetic source is probably located close to the surface [Acuòa et al., 2001] . From the conservation of the first adiabatic invariant, a change in the magnetic field intensity results in a change in the pitch angle and therefore in the perpendicular velocity of the incoming primary particles. This affects, in turn, the energy distribution of the secondaries and should also change the altitude of the brightest emission. Here again, it has not been possible to check this mechanism through our modeling.
Conclusions
[22] The MEX auroral-type emissions have been reanalyzed after the calibration of the SPICAM UVS was improved. We also discussed the potential origins of these emissions considering different electron energy distributions: namely, the Mars Global Surveyor magnetosheath and spike electron distributions [Mitchell et al., 2001] , Mars Global Surveyor auroral-type electron distributions [Brain et al., 2006a] and the electron distribution measured by ASPERA-3 on board Mars Express during SPICAM UVS observation. We also discussed different shapes of the auroral region, namely, a very elongated auroral region or an ideally spherical aurora region. Sources of uncertainty, like the neutral atmosphere and the cross sections for excitation of the observed emissions, have been also tested.
[23] The two clearly identified emissions during this auroral observation and in particular the ratio of their intensities, set a strong constraint on the parent electron energy distribution. An energy distribution peaking at low energy (below few tens of eV) provides the best agreement with the observation. Interestingly, the emissions of atomic oxygen at 130.4 and 135.6 nm on the Venus nightside have also been suggested to be produced by such low-energy electron distributions [Fox and Stewart, 1991] . As a consequence, our best estimate for the electron population that may have produced the observation of SPICAM UVS is an intense flux of low-energy electrons, as an example, $10 times more intense flux than the MGS magnetosheath typical electron distribution [Mitchell et al., 2001] or the flux observed by ASPERA-3 during SPICAM UVS observation corrected by a spacecraft potential smaller than -10 V would be required. The auroral-type electron distributions observed by MGS [Brain et al., 2006a] and Mars Express [Lundin et al., 2006a [Lundin et al., , 2006b would have produced a different distribution of the emissions than observed during this first aurora observation.
